How would you ensure that we listen and respond to the voice of patients in
ophthalmology?
The NHS White Paper, ‘Equity and Excellence’ underlined the Government’s commitment to
shared decision making in modern medicine1. Effective communication based on doctors
listening more attentively and responding effectively to their patients is vital for this. It is
especially important in ophthalmology. But achieving it is challenging given increasing time
pressure, medical jargon, impaired senses and - sometimes - high emotions! Moreover,
while the range of available electronic communication channels has mushroomed, this is
not necessarily conducive to the kind of dialogue required. I consider what we should be
aiming at and how to achieve it.
The need to listen and respond
Listening remains one of the most effective ways for doctors to improve patient-doctor
communication, for it increases the patient’s willingness to share pertinent information,
facilitating successful outcomes. It can allow doctors to grasp the range of personal,
financial, cognitive and other factors – ‘the big picture’ - affecting the patient, and thus
create an effective long-term care plan.
Moreover, research suggests that patient satisfaction is more closely correlated with the
doctor’s communication, than her clinical skills2,3. Higher patient satisfaction is also
associated with better outcomes for several diseases4,5. Additionally, it contributes to
increased satisfaction for the doctor, reduced work stress and fewer formal and malpractice
complaints6.
Listening is especially important in ophthalmology. Ophthalmic patients are very often the
best judge of whether a treatment worked – they alone really know whether their eyes
seem right or their vision improved. This is not the case for many other medical specialities,
where the patient’s symptoms do not necessarily reflect the underlying pathology to
anything like the same extent.
Listening also aids policy formulation. Pooling information communicating by individual
patients is vital. But sometimes the individual patient voice is effective too, commonly with
media backing, to achieve change. In ophthalmology, patient groups successfully
campaigned to change the National Institute of Health and Care Excellence’s drafted policy
regarding intravitreal injections of ranibizumab in age-related macular degeneration,
permitting its usage in both eyes, as opposed to one7.
The digital world
We live in an increasingly consumer-driven market, with new technologies like the internet
facilitating the sharing of consumption experiences – think Google reviews and Yelp. ’Techsavvy’ patients openly - including anonymously - review their healthcare experiences.
Visually impaired patients can participate using screen readers and refreshable braille
displays. The expanding range of online platforms available provides channels for patients
to broadcast their ideas, experiences and thoughts. Moreover, since the information

provided is not only in ‘read only’ format, it is possible for medical service providers to
respond with patients directly and to survey with the click of a button.
Prior to this revolution there was no widely available vehicle for patient ‘learning’ to be
shared. The question now is how can we improve our care by listening effectively to the
patient’s digital voice.
Lessons can be learned from other industries such as aviation, where customer relations
staff with strong IT skills play a key business role. Sadly, there has been limited appetite for
extending the remit of their NHS counterparts to the digital realm. Admittedly, some
hospitals have charged ‘chief listening officers’ to actively listen to and collect data from
patients on their experiences8. The ‘big data’ that is accrued in this way has considerable
potential value to healthcare providers, including the NHS, in highlighting unmet patient
needs and enabling them to be met.
Simple point-of-care testing, such as the ‘Smiley Face Survey’ (again, popularised by the
aviation industry), is another strategy to listen to patients. This has the benefit of engaging
virtually all patients attending hospital or clinic, regardless of their technological ability or
vision, monitoring overall patient experience.
Some believe that since a twenty-minute appointment is insufficient to discuss complex
issues, pervasive digital connectivity via the internet, subject to privacy and security
concerns being addressed, could improve communication. Initiatives such as making patient
records accessible on-line and permitting them to leave feedback or update their progress
could be beneficial. But such connectivity is likely to further erode face-to-face
communication skills. Moreover, contextual issues are often difficult to appreciate
electronically, whilst events such as breaking bad news are more appropriately conveyed in
person. The increased volume of communication it would trigger could add to doctors’
serious and growing ‘burnout’ problem. Most would not want a continuous patient access,
especially if balancing a part-time clinical role in ophthalmology with roles in other fields.
Face-to-face communication
Many of those most in need of healthcare - the elderly, the poor and those with chronic
health issues, including visual disturbance - are on the wrong side of the ‘digital divide’. This
forces doctors to place a stronger emphasis on their interpersonal listening skills.
But this is difficult since the rise of machines - in the IT/telecommunications area - has
diminished human interaction. Computers, which now dominate consultations, provide a
portal to access patient records and pathology results, with doctors tasked increasingly to
accurately enter data for clinic appointments, consultations and even theatre. Since
electronic health records are now legal documents, the priority assigned to such work has
increased, especially in an increasingly litigious environment. Given the time it consumes,
there is less opportunity for doctor-patient dialogue. The process of data entry also saps the
doctor’s cognitive capacity, making it more difficult to provide the bandwidth to
communicate adequately with patients, which hinders patient care9. Techniques, such as
sitting down, facing the patient, maintaining eye contact, giving the patient time to speak

are being devalued. All is not lost, as electronic medical records will become more user
friendly, reducing time spent on navigation, but it is a continuing battle to provide sufficient
time to listen to patients face-to-face.
Patients have an important role to play in alleviating the situation. They should be
encouraged to increase their involvement in medical school curriculums and training boards
to ensure a greater emphasis on listening and responding. This is important, for despite an
increased focus on listening skills in medical training, there is a tailing off in clinical practice,
with holistic patient care downplayed. Moreover, research shows that while communication
skill training is initially effective, the benefits lapses over time, which argues for mandatory,
monitored refreshment of these skills10,11.
Simple remedies are also important. Although often difficult in ophthalmology, patient
engagement can be enhanced by improving eye contact. The easiest way to do this is by
leaving computers out of the consultation, optimising the lighting, sitting down to speak,
and ideally employing a scribe to document the discussion, as piloted by some US
ophthalmologists12. Improved voice recognition software may make this financially feasible
in the future. Other methods to facilitate communication with ophthalmology patients
include ensuring patients are at appointments on time, creating an environment more
conducive for discussion. Examples include colour-coded hospital site maps, and designating
floorwalkers to support patients navigating to hospital clinics.
Reflecting time pressures, doctors often fear letting their patients speak uninterrupted studies show doctors interrupting after 18-23 seconds13,14. However, research demonstrates
that the average length of uninterrupted patient ‘speeches’ is only 92 seconds, which means
hearing patients out takes less time than we think15. Open-ended questions which
encourage the patient to divulge useful information are also important. Doctors must also
listen to patients at the end of a consultation to check for misunderstandings, especially as
studies suggest 80% of the medical information relayed to them is forgotten immediately,
with the remaining half factually incorrect16.
Caveats
An uncritical focus on listening/responding is not desirable. The sheer quantity of data can
be unmanageable. Patient experiences are usually specific to them alone. In addition, there
is a real risk that paying overdue heed to individual voices leads to the loudest voice holds
sway – as with specific media campaigns – which hinders a utilitarian approach conducive to
the ‘common good’.
Furthermore, despite increasing access to information on search engines, the patient is not
always smarter because of it, and it is common to encounter a patient who does not know
what is in their best interests. More of the doctor’s scarce time has to be spent explaining
why such a patient’s nostrums are inferior to the doctor’s. Often, it may appear easier to
placate patients instead of acting in their best interest, for example by providing antibiotics
for viral conjunctivitis.

New avenues
While introducing a new communication ethos appears daunting, it has been successfully
undertaken. The Rotterdam Eye Hospital has improved patient experiences by trialling new
techniques, after consultation with patient advisory groups17. Another Dutch hospital
improved its poor outcomes by employing a new board with a focused approach of
encouraging communication with patients8.
One fruitful area to work on is research, as in finessing a trial. Listening to patients may help
ensure patient-friendly trial medications and identify clinical end-points that are more
relevant to everyday-life, for example ‘when can I drive again?’
Conclusion
In the face of the crucial contribution that listening and responding can make in
ophthalmology, it is vital that an effective strategy is adopted which takes on board the
numerous lessons set out above, and encourages continued innovation.
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